FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LEGACY Global Sports Acquires T3 Lacrosse
Portsmouth, NH - October 8, 2018 – LEGACY Global Sports (“LEGACY”) announces the addition
of T3 Lacrosse (“T3”), an elite girls lacrosse organization headquartered in Morristown, New
Jersey.
The merger expands LEGACY’s current event based lacrosse portfolio, bringing a series of both
individual and team based tournaments, as well as adding a series of camps, highly competitive
elite teams, and player development clinics for all levels of youth and high school girls lacrosse
players.
The addition of T3 Lacrosse enhances LEGACY’s lacrosse portfolio by increasing its presence in
the sport to include over thirty lacrosse events globally and more than sixty elite level teams.
“We are excited to announce this partnership with T3 Lacrosse. Lori Brown and her entire team
bring years of experience and credibility in the women’s lacrosse industry to LEGACY and we
look forward to supporting their continued growth and positive impact within the lacrosse
community,” said John St. Pierre, President/CEO of LEGACY Global Sports. “T3 Lacrosse has built
a culture that aligns nicely with ours at LEGACY. We both pride ourselves in growing youth
sports participation, impacting lives, and developing leaders through our world class
experiences."
T3 Lacrosse founder Lori Brown, commented, “Everyone at T3 Lacrosse is excited to join the
LEGACY family. This new partnership helps us to enhance the personal experience we provide
to each athlete and their families through our elite teams, training programs and events, while
also giving us the ability to execute our strategic growth plan. LEGACY and T3’s commitment to
providing world class services to our athletes will undoubtedly elevate every experience T3
Lacrosse currently delivers to the girls lacrosse community. LEGACY provides T3 Lacrosse with
the corporate structure and support to accelerate our growth of female lacrosse offerings into
new markets.”
T3 Lacrosse will continue to operate under the current T3 Lacrosse brand, the leadership of Lori
Brown and the entire current T3 Lacrosse management team, as the company continues to
drive further expansion into new and emerging markets.
About T3 Lacrosse
T3 Lacrosse’s mission is to inspire girls to reach their full potential on and off the lacrosse field.
The company was established in 2005 and now operates four divisions under its brand: T3 Elite,
T3 Events, T3 Training and T3 Leagues. Each division exists to complement T3’s focus on the
complete player, teaching the skills and strategies necessary to be successful. T3 Lacrosse’s
coaches and employees strive to make a lasting positive impact within the lacrosse community.
About LEGACY Global Sports
LEGACY Global Sports impacts over 1,000,000 youth athletes and their families each year at
over 500 elite youth sports events, tournaments and tours across North America and Europe.
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For further information, interviews, personal contact requests, additional content or press
material contact:
LEGACY Global Sports
603.373.7241
info@legacyglobalsports.com
T3 Lacrosse
908.766.4664
info@t3lacrosse.com

